
PREPARATION 

Diamond grind or Polyvac substrate. 

Surface must be free of moisture at the time of application.

Repair and fill cracks with APC Epoxy Putty or Concrete Repair Kit.

Refer to individual SDS for recommended PPE during preparation & application of products.

EMAIL:SALES@ALLPURPOSECOATINGS.COM.AU

INSTALLATION / PROVISIONING INSTRUCTIONS

PR IME COAT 

Apply primer coat of EPO100T® Tinted Epoxy & Accelerator, using up to 10% 150 Epoxy Thinners

Leave to cure for approximately 24 hours or until touch dry.

 

Refer to product packaging and individual Data Sheets for mixing instructions, cure times and pot life.

BROADCAST COAT  

Apply the second THIN coat of EPO100T® Tinted Epoxy, using up to 10% 150 Epoxy Thinners

Mix the Hyper Flake® together in the box or other bucket prior to your broadcast to allow for flakes and fines to be even

throughout the dry mix. 

Whilst still wet & wearing spike shoes, broadcast the Hyper Flakes up & out evenly until refusal. Avoid throwing the flake direct

at the floor as you will experience clumping. A Full broadcast is required for a seamless finish. 

Leave to cure for approximately 24 hours or until touch dry. 

 

If this coat is too heavy you will loose the fines in the flake causing an uneven finish - Application based on a full broadcast

ENTRAPMENT COAT

Heavily scrape the excess Hyper Flake® from the surface

Use a garden blower or vacuum to remove excess & unbound flake from the surface.

Wearing spike shoes apply the entrapment coat of SPA60 or SPA80 Polyaspartic

Leave to cure for approximately 24 hours or until touch dry.

 

Do not sand the Hyper Flake® prior to entrapment coat. 

 

UV TOP COAT 

Sand lightly before applying the final top coat. 

Apply top coat of SPA60 or SPA80 Polyaspartic.

 

If applying a second top coat more than 72 hours after the entrapment coat, lightly sand the floor prior to application.
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HYPER FLAKE®
Rapid Finish 

5 Coat, UV Stable Seamless Epoxy System

PHONE: 1800 437 699

This should only be applied by an experienced installer.

Refer to product packaging and individual Data Sheets for mixing instructions, cure times & pot life.


